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How to rock beachwear essentials, the trendiest clutches and platform sandals all month long.

31 STYLE EDIT: LOVE 'EM TO BITS!
Celebrate the month of ooh-la-love with the perfect date-night accessories.

32 COLOUR CRASH COURSE: PEPPER STEM
This shade of green is just the kind of zest you need in your wardrobe now!

34 FASHION INSIDER: SO QUIRKY LAH!
APOM Founder, Kelvin Long speaks to our writer on how the brand represents Malaysia’s whims at best.

36 STYLE HACK: LET'S GET PRACTICAL!
Check out how we put a spin on utility wear and take it to the next level.

42 FASHION SPREAD: AND THE REST IS NOISE
We take you through the trendiest accents that make an impact with every move you make.
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60 BEAUTY BEAT
Fresh new goodies from Fenty Beauty, Disney-inspired makeup collections, face-cleansing solutions and lots more.

66 BEAUTY INSIDER: SUPERMODEL SKIN
Calling all fans of Miranda Kerr — her beauty line, Kora Organics has officially launched in Malaysia and here's what she has to say about it.
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Why use just one product when it can be made even better with its complementary half? Find out which products work great in pairs!
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Create a bold and fun makeup look with soft, romantic hues — yes, it is possible!
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Demi-Leigh Nel-Peters reveals what's in store for her after passing her Miss Universe crown on to Catriona Gray.
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122 RELATIONSHIP: WHY WOMEN STAY IN BAD RELATIONSHIPS
Three women reveal why they held on to their partners despite knowing that their relationships were going downhill.